10 MILE PLEASURE RIDE 10 miles Ribbons: Orange/Green/White
You will be the very first to enjoy our new Lollipop Loop! We hope you think it is as beautiful as we do!
The trail follows with the R/W/B trail until just after the cattle guard. Keep going to a turn just before
a large sign. Follow the road/trail to a gravel road. Turn left. Travel about a mile up the gravel road. Turn right
and go around a green gate. Follow the ribbons up and over a ridge. Turn left off a track into the woods. The
trail ends at a dirt road. Follow out to the gravel road. Turn left, then turn right to return to camp.
As a true Lollipop, the way out and back in are the same so ribbons will be on both sides of the trail. Keep
the ribbons on your right shoulder to travel in the direction you want to go. Out -0 ribbons on the right : Inribbons on the right. ALWAYS KEEP RIBBONS ON YOUR RIGHT.
When the trail turns there will be three ribbons warning you of the change, another ribbons showing you the
direction you need to turn and several more ribbons just beyond the turn to reassure you. There will be fewer
ribbons when there is nowhere to go but straight ahead.
Let your horses drink at every opportunity. Do not ride away from another rider if their horse is drinking.
Leave gates as you find them. If a gate needs to be opened and closed wait till the person handling the gate
is finished and ready to ride.
Be kind to the volunteers and enjoy the day!

35 Mile Ride Ribbons: Red/White/Blue
Section 1 : from Lily Glen to Pederson Sno Park. 19 miles. Ribbons: RED/WHITE/BLUE
The start will be across Dead Indian Memorial Road - thru the big gate. Wait till your number is
taken and the word is given that the trail is open.
Follow a trail for a mile then turn right onto a short section of muddy, rutted road. This clear out. Continue
on the dirt road across a small paved road. Turn right when the dirt road ends. go around the cattle guard,
then turn right down another small road. Follow the ribbons.
At 8 miles out there is a stream crossing. After the crossing you will climb to a ditch road. A short distance
down you will cross a paved road. Use caution. Follow the ditch road for several miles to a right turn across the
ditch and into the woods. You will pop out onto another gravel road, then turn left into the woods again. On
this trail you will cross two streams for water. At the end of the trail you will again pop out onto a gravel road.
Turn right and follow. In ¾ mile there is a short asphalt sectiohn - be careful! to a right turn. Down gravel roads
for 1.5 miles then into a meadow, then onto a dirt road, then a left turn toward the PCT and a right turn onto the
PCT. We are not allowed to ribbon the PCT but there is no place to go but follow.
At Dead Indian Memorial Rd (1 mile from turn onto PCT) you will cross and be at the Peterson Sno Park Vet
check. This is your only ‘Out Check’.
VET CHECK INFO
Make sure you get an “in time”, “down time” and “out time”. The “in time” marks when you enter the vet
check and is called out by a pulse taker to the timer: it starts the clock ticking for your down time (horse must
pulse to 60 within 30 minutes of coming in).
When your horse pulses down the timer calls out your “down time” to the timer and the timer calls back your
“out time”. The pulse taker will write your down time and your out time on your rider card.
You may then go to the vet to be checked out and released. You may choose to feed your horse before
visiting the vet, but BE SURE TO GO TO THE VET TO BE PASSED AFTER YOU GET YOUR DOWN
TIME!
When your hold time approaches, check in with the timer who will check you off the list and release you to
proceed down the trail.
Section 2: 15 miles Ribbons RED/WHITE/BLUE
Leaving Pederson there will be ribbons pointing you in the correct direction, then no more ribbons until it is
time to turn. We mark the turn with three for the turn and ribbons showing the way. Continue to follow RED/
WHITE & BLUE.
Other loops will dovetail in when you enter Moon Prairie, follow your R/W/B ribbons. There is a small
You will cross the water to come into camp. YOU WILL RECEIVE AN “IN TIME” BUT YOUR FINISH
TIME IS WHEN YOU PULSE TO 60 IN CAMP. You must pulse down within 30 minutes of entering camp.
COMPLETE THE VET CHECK TO COMPLETE THE RIDE

55 MILE RIDE:

RIBBONS- LOOP 1. RED/WHITE/BLUE LOOP 2. PINK/BLUE

The start will be across Dead Indian Memorial Road - thru the big gate. Wait till your number is
taken and the word is given that the trail is open.
Loop 1: Follow R/W/B ribbons on the right. Three ribbons before a turn, one to show you the turn direction,
another to reassure. If there is nowhere to go there will be fewer ribbons. Every turn is heavily marked as are
the cross country sections. The entrance to some of our trails are BRUSHY and hidden to keep the
motorcycles out. When we indicate a turn, TURN! When crossing a stream, give your horse an opportunity
to drink.
At 8 miles out there is a stream crossing. After the crossing you will climb to a ditch road. A short distance
down you will cross a paved road. Use caution. Follow the ditch road for several miles to a right turn across the
ditch and into the woods. You will pop out onto another gravel road, then turn left into the woods again. On
this trail you will cross two streams for water. At the end of the trail you will again pop out onto a gravel road.
Turn right and follow. In ¾ mile there is a short asphalt section ( be careful!) to a right turn. Down gravel roads
for 1.5 miles then into a meadow, then onto a dirt road, then a left turn toward the PCT and a right turn onto the
PCT. We are not allowed to ribbon the PCT but there is no place to turn on the trail..
At Dead Indian Memorial Rd (1 mile from turn onto PCT) you will cross and be at the Peterson Sno Park Vet
check. This is your only ‘Out Check’.
Section 2: Leaving Pederson there will be ribbons pointing you in the correct direction, then no more
ribbons until it is time to turn. We mark the turn with three for the turn and ribbons showing the way.
Continue to follow RED/ WHITE & BLUE.
Other loops will dovetail in when you enter Moon Prairie, follow your R/W/B ribbons. There is a small
stream at the top of Moon Prairie for water. Rejoin the road and look for the NEW LEFT TURN off the road.
The ribbons will lead you back to Lily Glen for your lunch stop/vet check.
Loop 2: LAKE TRAIL 20 miles, Ribbons PINK & BLUE
When leaving camp you will cross the water and follow the marked trail to the right and thru the park to a
GREEN GATE. Thru the gate on and onward, following the ribbons. The Lake Trail zigs and zags so relax and
enjoy the trip.
At the end of the lake you cross an asphalt road, go down some switchbacks and turn sharply left to
climb to another gravel road. Turn right on the gravel road to the PCT.
At the turn-off of the PCT there will be ribbons and arrows telling you to turn. We can ribbon from
there on. You will travel a gravel road to a dirt road with lots of natural (and annoying) rocks. You will come
to a joining with Red,White and Blue ribbons above “Moon Prairie”. There is a small stream there for water.
The trail returns to the road and then turns sharply left and downhill shortly after the stream, keep a look out.
Shortly before camp you will travel down a gravel road and cross a paved road to a dirt trail. You are
now within a mile of camp.
Cross the water to get into camp. GET YOUR FINISH TIME FROM THE IN TIMER, then come to the
pulse area to get your “down time” (must be within 30 minutes of your finish time) . After receiving your “down
time” go to the vet for your completion exam. Your ride is completed only after the vet passes your horse.

75 MILE RIDE: RIBBONS: 1. RED/WHITE/BLUE 2. PINK/BLUE 3.
ORANGE/GREEN/WHITE 4. PINK/WHITE
The start will be across Dead Indian Memorial Road - thru the big gate. Wait till your number is
taken and the word is given that the trail is open.
Loop 1 Follow R/W/B ribbons on the right. Three ribbons before a turn, one to show you the turn direction,
another to reassure. If there is nowhere to go there will be fewer ribbons. Every turn is heavily marked as are
the cross country sections. The entrance to some of our trails are BRUSHY and hidden to keep the
motorcycles out. When we indicate a turn, TURN! When crossing a stream, give your horse an opportunity
to drink.
At 8 miles out there is a stream crossing. After the crossing you will climb to a ditch road. A short distance
down you will cross a paved road. Use caution. Follow the ditch road for several miles to a right turn across the
ditch and into the woods. You will pop out onto another gravel road, then turn left into the woods again. On
this trail you will cross two streams for water. At the end of the trail you will again pop out onto a gravel road.
Turn right and follow. In ¾ mile there is a short asphalt section - be careful! to a right turn. Down gravel roads
for 1.5 miles then into a meadow, then onto a dirt road, then a left turn toward the PCT and a right turn onto the
PCT. We are not allowed to ribbon the PCT but there is no place to go but follow.
At Dead Indian Memorial Rd (1 mile from turn onto PCT) you will cross and be at the Peterson Sno Park Vet
check. This is your only ‘Out Check’.
Section 2: Leaving Pederson there will be ribbons pointing you in the correct direction, then no more
ribbons until it is time to turn. We mark the turn with three for the turn and ribbons showing the way.
Continue to follow RED/ WHITE & BLUE.
Other loops will dovetail in when you enter Moon Prairie, follow your R/W/B ribbons. There is a small
stream at the top of Moon Prairie for water. Rejoin the road and look for the NEW LEFT TURN off the road.
The ribbons will lead you back to Lily Glen for your lunch stop/vet check.
Loop 2: LAKE TRAIL 20 miles, Ribbons PINK & BLUE
When leaving camp you will cross the water and follow the marked trail to the right and thru the park to a
GREEN GATE. Thru the gate on and onward, following the ribbons. The Lake Trail zigs and zags so relax and
enjoy the trip.
At the end of the lake you cross an asphalt road, go down some switchbacks and turn sharply left to
climb to another gravel road. Turn right on the gravel road to the PCT. We are not allowed to ribbon the PCT .At
the turn-off of the PCT there will be ribbons and arrows telling you to turn. We can ribbon from there on. You
will travel a gravel road to a dirt road with lots of natural (and annoying) rocks. You will come to a joining with
Red,White and Blue ribbons above “Moon Prairie”. There is a small stream there for water. The trail returns to
the road and then turns sharply left and downhill shortly after the stream, keep a look out. Shortly before camp
you will travel down a gravel road and cross a paved road to a dirt trail. You are now within a mile of camp.

75 miler - page 2
Loop 3. 10 miles Ribbons: Orange/Green/White
Loop begins across DIM Road through the big gate. You will be the first to enjoy our new Lollipop Loop! We
hope you think it is as beautiful as we do!
As a true Lollipop, the way out and back in are the same so ribbons will be on both sides of the trail.
Keep the ribbons on your right shoulder to travel in the direction you want to go.ALWAYS KEEP RIBBONS
ON YOUR RIGHT.
The trail follows the R/W/B trail until just after the cattle guard. Keep going to a turn just before a large
sign. Follow the road/trail to a gravel road. Turn left. Travel about a mile up the gravel road. Turn right and go
around a green gate. Follow the ribbons up and over a ridge. Turn left off a track into the woods. The trail ends
at a dirt road. Follow out to the gravel road. Turn left, then turn right to return to camp.

Loop 4. 10 miles Ribbons: Pink/White/Sparkly The Barbi Loop!
Loop goes out of camp across the water and down the Lake Trail. At about 3.5 miles turn left.
Follow ribbons to a gravel road.
Follow the gravel road across the paved road and begin to look left. Turn left into the woods.
Follow the trail up and across a dirt road. This is a new trail so keep your eyes on the ribbons.
In about a mile you will cross a gravel road, follow ribbons across and through the woods; turn into a
clear cut. Cross the clear cut and go up the gas line easement. Follow onto a dirt road, turn left and
follow to the end. Turn left again for a short distance, then turn right and rejoin a road from the
morning. You are now 2.6 miles from camp. Follow the road, turn right, follow, turn left and follow
to cross the paved road. You are now within a mile of camp. Follow the trail through the green gate
and cross the water to reenter camp.
Get a finish time from the in timer, go to the pulse area to get your down time and then to the vet to
complete the ride. Congratulations!!

